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 Microturbines are a relatively new technology for 
generation of electric power. Questions are often raised by 
potential customers, engineering firms, OEM's, and government 
agencies about how microturbines differ from the traditional 
means of generating power using reciprocating engines as the 
prime mover. This paper describes the major construction 
elements of microturbines, along with the significant differences 
between microturbines and reciprocating engine generator sets. 
The comparisons are based on published manufacturer's 
specifications at the time of writing and include exhaust 
emissions, electrical and total thermal efficiencies, fuel 
flexibility, maintenance, size, weight, vibration, required 
auxiliary equipment, and other application considerations. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 Microturbines are a simple form of gas turbine, usually 
deploying radial compressor and turbine rotors and often using 
just one stage of each.  They typically utilize exhaust energy to 
preheat compressed inlet air, thereby increasing electrical 
efficiency compared to a simple cycle machine.  The air-to-air 
heat exchanger is termed a “recuperator”, and the system is 
typically called a recuperated cycle.  Figure 1 shows an 
example of the major components in a typical microturbine 
system using one compressor, one turbine, a recuperator, and an 
electric generator. 
BASIS OF RATING 
 
Gas turbines are often called “mass flow devices” due to 
the fact that they take in significantly more air than is required 
for stoichiometric combustion.  This results in a thermodynamic 
 
 














Figure 1 – Typical Recuperated Microturbine Cycle 
 
cycle that is more dependent on air density effects of 
temperature and elevation than a reciprocating engine using a 
Diesel or Otto cycle that operates close to a stoichiometric ratio 
of one.  Microturbine systems have been designed with this 
characteristic in mind, and the size and capability of the 
generator and associated power electronics are matched to the 
micro gas turbine output.  Manufacturers typically publish their 
outputs based on temperature at sea level, with the nominal 
nameplate rating of the microturbine taken at the ISO condition 
of 59°F and 60% relative humidity.  Several microturbine 
manufacturers take the high frequency output of the generator 
that is connected to a common shaft with the gas turbine power 
section and use power electronics to rectify it to DC, and then 
invert back to useable AC power at 50 or 60Hz.  Since the 
generator windings and power electronics outputs are limited by 
their current carrying capacity, the net microturbine power 
output is typically maintained at some maximum level as 
temperature decreases, even though the gas turbine could 
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Figure 2 – Power  vs. Temperature for 65kW Microturbine 
 
Another consideration when applying a generator is the 
duty cycle of the system.  Reciprocating engines have different 
duty cycle ratings depending on the number of hours of 
expected operation.  Care needs to be taken to define “Standby” 
or “Continuous” operation when selecting a reciprocating 
engine generator set.  Microturbines are typically designed to 
run continuously at their full power rating, so no de-rating is 




One major difference between reciprocating engines and 
gas turbines is the nature of the combustion process and the 
resulting emissions.  Gas turbines use a continuous combustion 
process with excess air that provides for good fuel/air mixing 
and clean combustion.  Reciprocating engines ignite their fuel 
air mixtures for every power stroke in a more difficult transient 
environment.  While great improvements have been made to 
reciprocating engine emissions over the past decade, achieving 
the emissions levels of gas turbines typically requires exhaust 
after-treatment with urea or other active catalytic reduction 
systems.  Microturbines from at least two manufacturers have 
been certified by the California Air Resources Board (CARB) 
to meet their strict 2007 natural gas requirements for NOx, CO, 
and VOC’s without requiring this type of active exhaust 
cleanup.  As of this printing, no reciprocating engine generator 
set has been certified by CARB to meet these stringent 
requirements. 
  
 Emissions are often reported differently for reciprocating 
engines versus gas turbines, making direct comparisons more 
difficult.  For example, gas turbines traditionally report 
emissions as the parts per million by volume with a corrected 
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may correct to 4 or 5% oxygen content to reflect their nearly 
stoichiometric combustion process.  More recently, standards 
setting organizations have tried to move toward output based 
measurements like pounds per megawatt hour or grams per 
brake horsepower hour.  The stationary power generation 
market typically uses pounds per megawatt hour, while the 
transportation market references grams per horsepower hour.  
The best comparison is made when the manufacturer provides 
their specifications in a common measure, however a 
conversion can be made if needed by noting that one 
horsepower (electric) equals 746 watts, and one pound is about 
454 grams.  This provides the comparison that one gram per 
horsepower hour equals about three pounds per megawatt hour. 
Table 1 below provides a comparison of published NOx 
emissions for several reciprocating engine generator sets [4] 
[5], with published data for multiple Capstone 65kW 
microturbines [2], all operating on natural gas.   
 
Table 1 – NOx Emissions for Several Generator Sets 
Manufacturer/Model Rating NOx [lb/MWh] 
Caterpillar DM5442 60Hz 350kW < 63.00 
GE Jenbacher Type 208 60Hz 335kW < 1.80 




Another important difference between reciprocating 
engines and gas turbines is their scheduled maintenance cycle.  
Gas turbines are noted for their long operating time between 
scheduled maintenance, and microturbines have the same 
characteristic.  One microturbine manufacturer utilizes air 
bearings to support their high speed turbine and generator 
assembly, thereby completely eliminating the need for changing 
and disposing of lubricating oil.  Other microturbine 
manufacturers use oil lubricated bearings, but even these 
systems do not require frequent oil changes.  Reciprocating 
engines need oil to control wear on the sliding piston surfaces, 
and this leads to thermal degradation and metal deposit buildup 
in the lubricant.  Large storage tanks of oil can be used to 
extend service intervals, however natural gas fired reciprocating 
engines also need periodic valve adjustments and spark plug 
replacement.  A typical maintenance schedule for a small natural 
gas fired reciprocating generator set will require a service visit 
about every 1,000 operating hours.  Microturbines typically 
require a filter check at 4,000 operating hours and filter 
replacement at 8,000 hours.  Capstone’s User’s Manual [1] 
suggests an igniter also be replaced at 8,000 operating hours 
and fuel injectors and a thermocouple be replaced at 20,000 
operating hours.  Both reciprocating engines and microturbines 
may need an overhaul at 40,000 operating hours. 
 
The cost and inconvenience of this scheduled maintenance 
will depend on the location of the equipment, the ability of the 2 Copyright © 2008 by ASME 
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Dowend use customer to do their own service, the criticality of the 
operation, and the cost of the service parts needed.  Most 
equipment manufacturers offer complete service support 
packages that provide this scheduled maintenance for a set time 
period, so end users are able to make a financial comparison 
before making a purchase commitment.  In summary, the ability 
of microturbines to operate at full output with reduced 




Heavy duty reciprocating engine generator sets typically 
achieve relatively good electrical efficiencies on the order of 
35%.  This is slightly better than current production 
microturbine efficiencies that are between 29 and 33%.  
However the electrical efficiencies in either case are not usually 
sufficient to financially compete with power generated by a 
utility grid.  This is not because the utility grid is much better in 
terms of efficiency – in fact the average US fossil fueled power 
plant is only 33% efficient according to published 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) data [6].  What makes 
utility power less expensive is that many of the power plants are 
already paid for and the fuel they use is less expensive (as in the 
case of coal which represents 50% of the US generated power, 
or even natural gas which is purchased at high volume prices).  
Typical applications for small distributed generation require 
either heat recovery (to increase total system efficiency), or free 
fuel (such as from landfills, wastewater treatment plant 
digesters, or flared gases from oil production) in order to 
generate power at a competitive price. 
 
Microturbines have an advantage in heat recovery that 
helps compensate for their lower electrical efficiencies – most 
of the useable waste energy is in a single high volume clean 
exhaust stream.  Reciprocating engine generator sets reject 
roughly equivalent waste heat in two main systems: cooling 
jacket water and the engine exhaust.  This makes heat recovery 
more complicated and places some limitations on the 
temperatures and types of heat recovery that can be 
accomplished.  For example, since half of the heat recovery is 
from the engine cooling water, return water temperatures from a 
heat recovery process must be kept low enough to avoid 
overheating the engine.  Overheating can result in accelerated 
wear or even unexpected outages.  Microturbines are available 
with integral hot water heat recovery systems with automatic 
control to maintain thermal output.  Some manufacturers offer 
the ability to control thermal output by diverting a portion of the 
microturbine’s exhaust or by adjusting the electrical output.  
The later is sometimes referred to as “thermal priority”, and has 
the advantage of maintaining high total efficiency as thermal 
loads change.  Figure 3 shows several 65kW microturbines with 
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efficiencies of a reciprocating engine generator set [5] and a 
microturbine with hot water heat recovery [2].  This table 
includes the net fuel cost for electrical generation (after heat 
recovery compared with an 80% efficient boiler) for an 
assumed natural gas price of $10 per MMBTU. 
 





GE Jenbacher 208 Cogen 35.8% 79.6% $.047/kW 








































Figure 4 – 250kW Microturbine Installation 
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DoDirect exhaust applications are also not optimal for 
reciprocating engines, since only half of their useable waste 
heat is in the exhaust, and that exhaust can be contaminated 
with oil as the engine wears over time.  Since the microturbine 
exhaust is oil-free, and is the single waste heat recovery stream, 
it is possible to effectively use this heat directly into a 
manufacturing process or to fire a double effect absorption 
chiller.  Figure 5 shows exhaust from six microturbines 







Figure 5 – Microturbine Direct Exhaust Chiller System 
 
Table 3 compares a reciprocating engine to a microturbine 
in a combined cooling and power application, where the 
reciprocating engine generator set is using its hot water output 
to drive a single effect absorption chiller with COP of .7, and 
the microturbine is using its direct exhaust to drive a double 
effect absorption chiller.  Data for the double effect absorption 
chiller is from published output for United Technology 
Corporation’s PureComfort™ 240M system using four 60kW 
microturbines at the turbine ISO condition of 59°F [7].  The 
total system efficiency is calculated by dividing the electrical 
plus the cooling output (expressed in kW) by the fuel input. 
 





GE Jenbacher 208 +chiller 35.8% 66.5% 82RT 




Microturbines are able to burn a wide range of fuels in 
terms of both energy content as well as contaminants.  
Reciprocating engines are also able to be tuned to specific fuel 
energy content, but are less forgiving to changes in energy 
density of the fuel as well as some contaminants.  Some 
microturbines are able to operate with hydrogen sulfide content 
up to 70,000 ppm.  This makes microturbines a good choice for  
wnloaded From: https://proceedings.asmedigitalcollection.asme.org on 07/01/2019 Terms of Uswaste fuel applications, including oil production where 
associated gasses are uncontrolled.  All systems have their 
limits, however, and each equipment manufacturer’s application 
engineering support should be consulted for review and analysis 
of each specific waste fuel stream. 
 
One disadvantage for microturbines is their need to boost 
fuel pressure in order to inject it into the combustion chamber.  
Typical required fuel inlet pressures are 75 to 80 psig.  All 
known microturbine manufactures as of the date of this paper 
provide gas compression capability; either integrated into the 
microturbine or as an accessory designed for the specific 
microturbine.  These gas boosters require a certain amount of 
power that must be accounted for in the net output of the 
system.  Manufacturers provide data for this either as a net 
electrical output of the microturbine or as an electrical load 
required by the gas booster that must be subtracted from the 
gross output of the microturbine when making financial and 
load calculations. 
 
RELAYING, SYNCHRONIZING, AND LOAD SHARING 
 
A complete customer solution requires more than just the 
engine generator set, and usually involves electrical 
distribution, control, and protective relaying.  Some 
microturbine manufacturers use inverter technology to convert 
the high frequency turbogenerator output to useable 50 or 60Hz 
power.  In doing so, they have built-in system intelligence that 
can provide additional functionality such as protective relaying, 
synchronizing and load sharing.  This is in contrast to the 
requirement for external equipment to control reciprocating 
engine generator sets and allow them to share power or to 
synchronize with the grid. 
 
Several microturbines are certified to meet the inverter 
requirements of UL 1741 and IEEE 1547.1.  This allows them 
to be pre-certified to meet the technical interconnection 
requirements of California’s Rule 21 as well as New York 
State’s standard for utility interconnection.  This can result in 
reduced installation costs and expedited utility interconnection 
agreements. 
 
COOLING AND AIR FLOW REQUIREMENTS 
 
Microturbines are essentially air cooled systems, with most 
of their waste heat being rejected in the exhaust air flow.  This 
is in contrast to reciprocating engines which use water cooling 
of the engine jacket to reject roughly half of their total waste 
heat.  Figure 6 shows a photograph of a 350kW Caterpillar DM 
5442 engine generator set with integral fan and radiator.  Total 
air flow requirements for microturbines are significantly less 
than reciprocating engine generator sets when the radiator is 
included, as in Figure 6. 
 
 



















Figure 6 – 350kW Reciprocating Engine with Radiator 
 
The requirement for water jacket heat rejection in a 
reciprocating engine gives rise to a couple of application issues.  
First, cooling water heat rejection is always required.  This 
means a “dump” radiator is usually required even for 
cogeneration applications to assure that engine temperatures are 
controlled in the case that thermal loads require little or no heat 
input.  By contrast, microturbine combined heat and power 
systems use exhaust gas diverters to increase or decrease 
useable thermal output, and do not require “dump” radiators.  A 
second application issue is that a reciprocating engine’s radiator 
can be mounted remotely from the generator set as an 
alternative to providing full air flow where the engine generator 
set is installed.  While this provides a cooling solution in 
constrained spaces with air flow restrictions, it adds cost, space, 
and maintenance considerations.   
 
Installation of microturbines always requires sufficient 
airflow for both cooling and combustion air, however they are 
less than for a reciprocating engine with integral radiator.  Table 
4 shows the total air flow requirement (cooling plus combustion 
air) in standard cubic feet per minute for two 65kW grid 
connect microturbines operating at full power.  Note that the 
microturbines include the means to move this air from inlet to 
outlet, but sufficient ventilation is required to prevent heat 
buildup if the microturbine is in a confined space.  By contrast, 
the radiator air flow requirement for a 150kW Caterpillar 
DM5438 is 13,887 cubic feet per minute according to their 
datasheet [3] – or more than four times the air flow requirement 
for two 65kW microturbines with similar electrical output. 
 
Table 4 – Air Flow Requirements Comparison 
Manufacturer/Type kW Air Flow [SCFM] 
Caterpillar DM5438 150 13,887 
Two Capstone C65 Grid 
Connect Microturbines 
130 2,930  
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SIZE, WEIGHT, AND VIBRATION 
 
Microturbines are relatively light and compact compared 
with reciprocating engine generator sets.  Table 5 lists the 
footprint in square feet and weight in pounds of two 65kW 
microturbines and a Caterpillar DM5438 continuous duty 
engine generator set with radiator.  Note that for this 
comparison the Caterpillar engine generator set is an indoor unit 
(similar to that shown in Figure 3), while the microturbines are 
complete with outdoor rated enclosures. 
 
Table 5 – Dimension and Weight Comparison 




Caterpillar DM5438 150 57 9,000 
Two Capstone C65 Grid 
Connect Microturbines 
130 32 3,340 
 
Microturbines also do not have the typical low frequency 
vibration associated with synchronous speed generators, which 
often require isolators to avoid annoying transmission of 




Microturbines have several characteristics that differ from 
traditional reciprocating engine generator sets, and which must 
be considered for each specific application.  In general, total 
system efficiencies are about the same for each technology 
when heat recovery is considered.  Microturbines have an 
advantage for direct exhaust applications.  Microturbines 
require less scheduled maintenance than reciprocating engines, 
and this difference should be considered in total lifecycle cost 
calculations.  Initial hardware costs for microturbines are 
currently higher than for traditional engine generator sets, 
however the cost of ancillary equipment (such as synchronizing, 
load sharing, protective relaying, and exhaust emissions 
control) plus installation will bring the total installed costs 
closer together.  Site specific issues will impact how the total 
capital investments compare.  The value of the microturbine’s 
low emissions profile must also be established; both in capital 
costs, maintenance, and ability to perform without degradation 
over time.  A comprehensive analysis including all the above 
design and financial elements is needed to help decide which 
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